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Abstract—In video streaming, time-varying packet loss rate
leads both degradation and inconsistency to video quality. In this
paper, we propose a novel content-based retransmission scheme to
address the above two problems in 3-D wavelet video streaming.
The fundamental idea is to consider the contents of the packets and
the traffic of the Internet simultaneously to optimize the quality
of service (QoS). In the encoding stage, the content information
is generated and stored, based on which an intelligent hybrid
decision system is designed to perform a two-step optimization in
transmission. First, the scheme for retransmitting the lost packets
is designed to minimize the distortion of each group of video
frames (GOF). Secondly, the bandwidth used for transmitting
each GOF is dynamically allocated according to the changing
traffic conditions such that the quality of video is consistent.
The goal is to enable the streaming system to deliver the best
possible visual quality of video under the same channel conditions.
Simulation results show that our proposed approach can improve
the video quality (more than 2 dB) as well as reduce the quality
variation significantly.
Index Terms—Content-based, quality of service (QoS), retransmission, 3-D wavelet, video streaming.

I. INTRODUCTION

I

MPROVING the quality of service (QoS) of video streaming
over lossy networks is a challenging topic of research. A
lot of research efforts have been made to optimize the video
quality subject to channel constraints [1]–[8]. Chou and Miao
[1]–[3] presented a general rate-distortion optimized streaming
framework based on Markov decision and Lagrangian optimization, which provided a valuable guideline for future works in
this field. More recently, a great deal of research has been conducted to improve the general rate-distortion streaming framework and to extend its usage to various transmission scenarios
with different video coding schemes [9]–[11]. However, most
of the existing work on rate-distortion optimized streaming did
not consider the inconsistency of video quality caused by time
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Fig. 1. Quality variation caused by time-varying packet loss rate in two adjacent groups of video frames. The quality of the video on the right is not acceptable because of heavy loss of the packets.

varying packet loss behavior in a realistic transmission channel.
As shown in Fig. 1, change of packet loss rate during transmission can cause significant quality difference in adjacent video
groups of frames (GOFs). Since human eyes are very sensitive
to abrupt quality changes in continuous motion pictures, capability of keeping consistent video quality should be an important
factor in the design of a good video streaming system.
In this paper, we present the design of an optimized transmission system for 3-D wavelet video across time-varying packet
loss channels, which takes the quality consistency into account.
Hence, our designed system aims to not only maximize the
quality of the received video, but also reduce the quality variation of the video sequence. To achieve this optimization goal,
a content-based retransmission scheme is proposed. During
the encoding, content information about the video is generated
and stored; during the transmission, a two-step optimization is
performed.
• For each GOF, minimize the distortion caused by the
packet loss due to limited network resources (intra-GOF
optimization).
• For multiple GOFs, minimize the variance of their distortions (inter-GOF optimization).
Both steps of the proposed algorithm are based on the properties of the GOF-structured 3-D wavelet video. For intra-GOF
optimization, the transmission decision is based on the packet
content and channel conditions. For inter-GOF optimization,
a dynamic bit allocation algorithm is developed based on
the rate-distortion characteristic of each GOF delivered by
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To design a best streaming system for 3-D wavelet video, the
above properties regarding the transmission deadline and packet
dependency should be taken into account.
B. Formulation of the Optimal Retransmission Problem

Fig. 2. Inter-packet dependency in one 3-D wavelet video GOF where each
circle represents a packet. The arrow points to the packet which depends on the
current packet where the arrow starts.

the intra-GOF optimized scheme. An experimental streaming
system has been developed based on our proposed algorithm,
and simulations have been conducted to verify its effectiveness
in achieving good streaming effect in lossy networks.
II. PROBLEM DEFINITION
A. Backgrounds and Motivations
Although not so widely used as popular video coding standards such as MPEG2 and H.264, 3-D wavelet based video
codec has its unique advantages. One widely recognized advantage of 3-D wavelet video codec is its great scalability due to the
multiresolution nature of wavelet decomposition. In addition,
error propagation is reduced in error prone environment since
3-D wavelet video codec utilizes wavelet transforms along the
temporal direction, instead of motion compensation, to remove
the inter-frame redundancy. Many widely used 3-D wavelet
coding methods, such as packetized zerotree wavelet (PZW)
[12], [13], take advantage of this property to generate independently-decodable video packets. Thus, the loss of one packet
will not affect the reconstruction of the others. Therefore,
3-D wavelet video codec has great potential to be a desirable
solution for streaming applications over lossy, heterogeneous
networks, and it is meaningful to further explore its properties
for developing a best streaming approach for 3-D wavelet
video.
• The GOF structure in 3-D wavelet video: GOF can be
viewed as a basic coding unit in 3-D wavelet codec. A
GOF has to be accumulated before 3-D wavelet transform
can be applied. Similarly, inverse wavelet transform cannot
proceed until all packets of a GOF are received at the decoder. Therefore, 3-D wavelet video packets of the same
GOF have identical transmission deadline.1
• The inter-packet dependency in 3-D wavelet video: The
inter-packet dependency of 3-D wavelet video is very
different from the well-known relationship between I-,
P-, and B-frames in MPEG and H.264. Fig. 2 depicts the
generic inter-packet relationship of 3-D wavelet video.
In the figure, there are independent bitstreams resulted
from error-resilient packetization, but in each bitstream a
later packet is dependent on its immediate earlier packet
due to the embedded bitstream structure.
1Due to the delay constraint, a packet P must be transmitted before time T
at the sender. The time T is defined as the transmission deadline for packet P .

For convenience, we first partition the packets at the sender
(set of packets which has been received);
into four sets:
(set of packets which has been sent but is unknown if re(set of packets which is requested for retransmisceived);
(set of packets which is yet to send).
sion); and
• Formulation of the intra-GOF optimization problem:
Assuming that the average data transmission rate constrained by the channel capacity to be , and the delay
constraint imposed on the th GOF in the application is
. Note that a GOF must be delivered
on time to display the video continuously on the receiver
side. Therefore, both rate and delay constraints should
be met when designing the retransmission scheme. An
intra-GOF retransmission scheme is a policy to choose
of the current
a subset
GOF to transmit while meeting the following constraints:

(1)
where is the average data sending rate and
is the size
of the th packet selected to transmit in the th GOF under
the policy . An optimal policy maximizes the quality
of the received video. If the video quality is represented by
the distortion, the policy should be selected according to
the following formula:
(2)
is the expected total distortion caused by the
where
lost or dropped packets under policy .
• Formulation of the inter-GOF optimization problem:
In order to meet the display schedule at the receiver, the
delay constraint for each GOF must be satisfied. Assuming that the sending time for the latest packet in GOF
is
, and the scheduled transmission deadline for
, the inter-GOF optimization problem can
GOF is
be formulated as follows:

(3)
is the
where
optimal policy to transmit GOF 1 to GOF , and
is the quality of each GOF, which can be represented by either distortion [mean square error (MSE)] or
peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR).
In (3), the first two expressions are the delay constraints,
and the last one means that the goal of the optimization
policy is to minimize the variation of the video quality
among multiple GOFs.
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Fig. 3. Transmission scenario for one GOF.

III. CONTENT-BASED RETRANSMISSION MECHANISM
In this section, we will describe the proposed content-based
retransmission mechanism to achieve the optimization goals
presented in Section II-B, which comprises two steps:
intra-GOF optimization and inter-GOF optimization. The
basic idea of the former is to ensure the delivery of the most
important packets under delay and rate constraints; and the
latter will determine the transmission bit budget for each GOF
based on the channel condition and video content to achieve a
smooth display quality.
A. Intra-GOF Optimization Algorithm
Assume that there are packets in the current GOF and they
have to be sent out before the transmission deadline . At a
certain transmission instance
when out of packets have
been sent out, the remaining bit budget of the current GOP is
given by
(4)
As shown in the transmission scenario depicted in Fig. 3, if
the remaining bit budget
is not sufficient to transmit all the
and
, packet dropping is unavoidable. Thus,
packets in
an optimal dropping policy should be developed to minimize the
incurred distortion.
is a binary
A packet dropping policy
vector, where
dropped
otherwise
and is the total number of packets in
. To achieve the goal
of intra-GOF optimization defined by (2), an optimal packet
should be found to minimize the distortion
dropping policy
caused by dropping while subject to the bit constraint:

(5)

is the size of packet and
is the total size of
where
.
all packets in
, the remaining packets
With the selected dropping policy
(denoted by
) should contain the most important information
and have the greatest potential to maximize the quality of the
received video.
To find the best dropping policy for (5), it is important to
quantify the distortion caused by dropping one packet. Hereby
a content index, namely drop-distortion, is defined to measure
the impact of packet dropping. It will be shown later that the
drop-distortion is an accurate measurement of packet significance when considering dropping policy, and it can be calculated easily for 3-D wavelet video packets.
• Definition of drop-distortion: Drop-distortion of packet
is defined to be the distortion increment of the received
video when packet is selected to be dropped by policy
(6)
where
is the distortion of the video reconstructed from
all the packets except both packet and its dependent
is the distortion of the video reconstructed
packets,2
from all the packets except the dependents of packet
is the set of direct dependent packet of
is the loss probability of the direct
packet , and
dependent packet that is defined as follows:
if is dropped or lost
if is received
if has unknown status

(7)

where
is the channel packet loss rate.
Drop-distortion can be viewed as the conditional expected distortion under certain dropping policy . When
dropping of packet is assumed in , the incurred distortion consists of two parts: 1) the impact of losing packet
itself, which is measured by the first term
in
(6), and 2) the effect of error propagation over its dependent packets, which is quantified by the second term in (6).
2If a packet is lost, all its dependent packets become useless in reconstruction.
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is the linear addition of
by a valid dropping policy
individual drop-distortion as follows:

(9)

Fig. 4. Comparison between real and calculated drop-distortion using wavelet
coefficients. Here both video sequences (Flower and Football) are compressed
using 3-D zerotree based codec with robust packetization. 9-7 wavelet transform
is used in spatial domain and Haar wavelet transform is used in temporal domain.

For a valid dropping policy , if both packet and its dependents belong to
, the dropping of packet will not
happen until all its dependents are dropped. In this case,
there is no error propagation. If some of its dependents
have been sent out, dropping of packet could lead to the
failure of reconstruction of its dependents packets, and thus
cause additional distortion increment. The definition in (6)
provides a generic measure of the dropping effect for all
possible situations.
• Calculation of drop-distortion: Since the actual value of
in (6),
the distortion caused by packet dropping
cannot be known before the video is reconstructed, for 3-D
wavelet video packets shown in Fig. 2, drop-distortion of a
packet in bitstream can be approximated via recursion
(8)
where

is the energy in packet of bitstream and
is the energy contained in the last packet in
bitstream that has no child. The energy of a 3-D wavelet
packet can be estimated using square sum of the wavelet
coefficients.
Experimental results have shown that the above approximation is very close to the real drop-distortion defined in
(6), as demonstrated by Fig. 4. From the figure, we can
see that (8) provides a quick estimation of drop-distortion
with sufficient accuracy. To speed up the calculation, the
energy contained in 3-D wavelet packets can be pre-calculated during the encoding stage and stored with the video
bitstream.
To compare the effect of different dropping policies,
it needs to represent the total incurred distortion using
the drop-distortion of individual packets. For 3-D wavelet
video with packet dependency shown in Fig. 2, it can be
, caused
shown using (8) that the total distortion,

where is the number of packets in
.
The above linear addictive property of drop-distortion significantly simplifies the computation to search for optimal
dropping policy.
• Optimal packet dropping based on drop-distortion:
Theoretically, the optimal dropping policy can be found
using exhaustive search or dynamical programming. However, similar to the conventional backpack problem, the
worst case computation complexity for optimal solution
. In reality, a typical GOF in 3-D wavelet video
is
can be divided into 50 or more packets. That could cause
the computation complexity to the order of 2 , which is
too high to handle in real time. Therefore, we propose a
heuristic algorithm to find a suboptimal dropping policy
with much lower computation complexity. Assume that
we want to find the best dropping policy at time
under the transmission scenario shown in Fig. 3. If not all
packets can be sent, packets will be dropped as follows:
Initialization: A dropping candidate set will be constructed
using the leaf packets that has no child in each bitstream;
.
Step 1) Check the packets in the dropping candidate set, if
, calculate its drop-distortion per
the packet is in
bit.
Step 2) Based on the calculation of Step 1, drop the one
with the smallest drop-distortion per bit, update drop
accordingly.
policy and
Step 3) Check the number of total bits in
. If
, stop.
Step 4) Suppose the dropped packet is in bitstream , add its
to the dropmost recent parent that belongs to
ping candidate set, and then go back to Step 1.
will be sent in the descending order of dropThe packets in
distortion per bit.
The proposed algorithm has the following advantages. First,
it guarantees that the selected dropping policy is a valid one,
which means a parent packet will never be dropped before its
children. Secondly, it guarantees that the least important packet
(measured by drop-distortion per bit) be dropped at every step.
Therefore, the remaining packets that will be sent should be the
most important ones, which is consistent with our optimization
goal.
B. Inter-GOF Optimization Algorithm
Intra-GOF optimization provides a local optimal streaming
method for each GOF. Since the packet loss rate changes from
time to time, quality of different GOFs may vary a lot. It is necessary to develop an inter-GOF optimization algorithm to keep
the video quality as consistent as possible. In fact, the inter-GOF
optimization problem as formulated by (3) can be viewed as a bit
allocation problem because the vector of transmission interval
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can be mapped into a vector of bits allocated to
by the following function:

where
is the average data rate during and
is the total
amount of bits transmitted.
Inter-GOF optimization can be achieved by adjusting the
available bits for each GOF dynamically to alleviate the degree
of quality fluctuation caused by the variation of the packet
GOFs and the maximum
loss rate. Assume that there are
number of bits that can be allocated to send the first GOFs is
. The purpose of dynamical bit allocation
is to minimize the variance of the distortions among the
GOFs while satisfying the bit constraints, as shown

(bit constraints)

(10)

denotes the distortion caused by
where
the packet loss in each GOF. Let
denote the actual distortion
is the distortion
of the reconstructed video in GOF , and
when no packet is lost. One has
.
To obtain an optimal solution for the above problem is challenging. Using programming methods such as exhaustive search
and dynamical programming is not realistic since for each possible allocation policy, an optimal retransmission scheme must
for each GOF. In the following
be generated to obtain
we present a closed-form allocation formula to speed up the
computation.
1) Rate-Distortion Model for Transmission: Different from
the one for compression, a rate-distortion model reflects the relationship between the amount of bits received and the distortion
of the reconstructed video. Apparently, it varies with different
transmission schemes. We have found that the rate-distortion
model of the intra-GOF optimization scheme can be represented
by an exponential function of

(11)

where
is the packet loss rate, and
and
are model
parameters.
This exponential representation has been demonstrated by
many experiments, of which Fig. 5(a) and (b) show the rate-distortion curves for transmitting two video sequences, namely
Austin-Powers and Table Tennis, respectively. In the figures,
is obtained from the experimental results
of our proposed intra-GOF optimization scheme under different
packet loss rates, and the parameters, and , in the exponential approximation, are calculated using regression. Since

Fig. 5. D and c
of the dropped packets under Intra-GOF optimization
scheme for video sequences. (a) Austin-Powers. (b) Table-Tennis.

cannot be known before transmission, it can be well represented
by
of the dropped packets in GOF , where
is the
quantized coefficient and known after the video compression.
2) Recursive Bit Allocation Algorithm: An ideal solution to
(10) is
. Assuming that this is
achievable, we can get the following linear equation set:

(12)
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Fig. 6. Principle of divide and conquer: three different dividing methods.

where
tion for this linear equation set is
singular and

. Apparently, the soluwhen is non-

TABLE I
PERFORMANCE COMPARISON OF DIFFERENT BIT ALLOCATION METHODS FOR
6 GOFS [THE AVERAGE (AVG) AND STANDARD DEVIATION (STD) OF THE
DISTORTION ARE USED AS METRICS TO MEASURE PERFORMANCE]

TABLE II
PERFORMANCE COMPARISON OF DIFFERENT BIT ALLOCATION METHODS FOR
8 GOFS [THE AVERAGE (AVG) AND STANDARD DEVIATION (STD) OF THE
DISTORTION ARE USED AS METRICS TO MEASURE PERFORMANCE]

Each element in the solution
is the bit assignment for one
GOF. However, this ideal solution
may not satisfy the
boundary conditions in (10). A simple method to solve this
problem is to change any
that violates
the boundary condition into
. Apparently,
this simple method may not yield a good allocation.
In order to achieve a near-optimal allocation effect while satisfying the bit constraint for each GOF, we design a recursive algorithm based on the principle of divide and conquer. The basic
idea is to divide the allocation problem into subproblems that are
simpler to solve. The performance of divide and conquer algorithm depends on how to divide the original problem. As shown
in Fig. 6, there are three possible dividing methods, namely
left-most, right-most, and difference-most. The left-most method
divides the problem at the first violation spot (the first allocation

that violates the boundary condition), while the right-most one
divides at the last violation spot. The difference-most method
looks for the bit assignment which exceeds the bit constraint
by the largest amount, and divides the problem there. In order
to find which method is the best, many experiments were conducted. In the experiments, the three different dividing methods
were used to allocate bits to a number of GOFs, and their performances are compared in terms of the STD (standard deviation) of the distortion of the received video. Tables I and II
record the simulation results for 6-GOF and 8-GOF allocation,
respectively. As the reference of comparison, the performance
of the fixed allocation method which sends the packet without
inter-GOF optimization is also displayed in the tables.
From the simulation results, we can see that all three methods
of dynamical allocation can achieve much more stable quality
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TABLE III
SIMULATION PARAMETERS FOR DIFFERENT TEST VIDEO SEQUENCES
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TABLE V
AVERAGE PSNRS (IN DECIBELS) WITH HIGH PACKET LOSS RATE (20%)

TABLE IV
AVERAGE PSNRS (IN DECIBELS) WITH LOW PACKET LOSS RATE (5%)

than the fixed allocation scheme, and the difference-most
method is able to obtain the best allocation scheme. Hence, the
difference-most method is adopted in the recursive algorithm.
The basic steps of our proposed recursive bit allocation algorithm can be described as follows:
Step 1) Solve (12) and get the ideal solution .
Step 2) Search for
that violates the boundary condition and exceeds the constraint by the largest
and go to step
amount. If found, set
3; otherwise, stop.
Step 3) Divide the allocation problem into two subproblems. The first is one bit-allocation problem among
the first GOFs and the second is another bit-allocation problem among the remaining GOFs. Repeat
the previous steps to solve the subproblems.
In reality, we rarely need to allocate the bits among more than
3 GOFs, since the long-term variation of the traffic condition is
hard to predict. For the 2-GOF case, we can even have a closebe mapped
form solution. Let the allocated bits of GOF 1
into its transmission deadline
. It can be expressed as

Fig. 7. PSNR comparison of none/receiver-based/content-based retransmission schemes with the packet loss rates of 20%.

where and are the average data rates of GOF 1 and GOF
is the transmission deadline for GOF 2,
2, respectively,
is the current time.
and
IV. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
Simulations are conducted to evaluate the performance of
the proposed content-based retransmission with two-step optimization. 3-D wavelet video bitstreams generated by subband
based coding [13] are delivered across a simulated packet erasure channel with independent packet loss rate. The metric of
evaluation is the PSNR of the received video. An error-free
feedback channel is assumed. The performances of four different transmission schemes are compared: UDP/IP without retransmission (T1), received-based retransmission (T2), contentbased retransmission with intra-GOF optimization only (T3),
and content-based retransmission with two-step optimization
(T4).

Fig. 8. PSNR comparison of none, receiver-based, content-based retransmission with intra-GOF optimization, and content-based retransmission with both
inter-GOF and intra-GOF optimizations schemes with changing packet loss rate.

Table III summarizes the simulation parameters for three test
video sequences with different characteristics. Among them, the
video sequence Table Tennis contains fast motions in each GOF,
Grandma contains slow and smooth motions of the “head and
shoulder” type, and in Notting Hill, the motions are initially
slow, and become much faster with scene changes.
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TABLE VI
AVERAGE PSNR (IN DECIBELS) OF THE RECEIVED VIDEO SEQUENCES
UNDER DIFFERENT TRANSMISSION SCHEMES (T1, T2, T3, T4)
WHEN PACKET LOSS RATE CHANGES FROM 5% TO 20%

Fig. 10. 1st and 63rd reconstructed video frames in Table Tennis (packet loss
rate 5%–20%). (a) Conventional UDP/IP without retransmission. (b) Receiverbased retransmission. (c) Content-based retransmission.

Fig. 9. 1st and 58th reconstructed video frames in Notting Hill (packet loss
rate 20%). (a) Conventional UDP/IP without retransmission. (b) Receiver-based
retransmission. (c) Content-based retransmission.

Simulation results under different traffic conditions are presented as follows:
• Constant packet loss rate: Tables IV and V present the
simulation results under low (5%) and high (20%) packet
loss rates, respectively. It is clear that the content-based
retransmission outperforms other transmission schemes in
general. In addition, the performance gain is more significant when packet loss rate is higher.
Fig. 7 plots the frame-by-frame PSNR of the video
Notting Hill to show the effect of the packet loss in more
details when the loss rate is 20%. It can be seen that the
second GOF suffers more from the packet loss since it
contains larger motions. The simulation results show that
the receiver-based retransmission scheme has unstable
performance since it does not consider the contents of
the packets and extensive retransmission may cause the
dropping of the future packets due to delay constraint. If
the dropped future packets are more important than the
retransmitted ones, the quality of the received video will
be degraded, as demonstrated by the experimental results.
• Changing packet loss rate (from 5% to 20%): Table VI
compares the simulation results when the packet loss

rate changes from 5% to 20% during transmission. Since
the packet loss rate varies with transmission time in this
scenario, inter-GOF optimization is used to achieve a
smooth transmission quality. Again, the frame-by-frame
PSNR of video Grandmom is plotted in Fig. 8 to show the
influence of the changing traffic condition. From Table VI
and Fig. 8, it is clear that the content-based retransmission
using two-step optimizations has the best performance
while the content-based scheme using only intra-GOF
ranks the second. Furthermore, inter-GOF optimization is
effective in reducing the quality variation among different
GOFs.
As an objective measurement, sometimes PSNR cannot
represent the visual effect very well. To show the effectiveness
of the proposed error control method, some reconstructed video
frames are displayed. Fig. 9 displays the reconstructed video
frames (the 1st and 58th in the video Notting Hill) of the different transmission schemes when the channel loss rate is 20%
in packet erasure channel; Fig. 10 displays the reconstructed
video frame with varying packet loss rate. Apparently, our
proposed approach achieves the best visual quality. Compared
to protocol-based error control method, it can significantly
enhance the overall quality while reducing the quality variation
of the received video.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have presented a novel content-based
retransmission with two-step optimization for 3-D wavelet
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video streaming. The goal is to minimize the damage caused
by packet loss while keeping the video quality consistent. The
two steps, intra-GOF and inter-GOF optimizations, are tightly
related since the latter is based on the rate-distortion model
achieved by the former algorithm. Simulation results show that
the proposed method is effective in combating the time-varying
packet loss rate in video streaming.
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